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Point by point response

Manuscript Title: “Improved Performance of District Health Systems through Implementing Health Center Clinical and Administrative Standards: A Case of Transform: Primary Health Care in Ethiopia.”

Thank you so much for giving us your comments. On behalf of all the co-authors, I herewith submitted manuscript for potential publication only in BMC Health Services Research Journal.

The following commented are properly addressed:

Comment 1: Kindly consider changing your title to avoid unnecessary semicolons and for clear reflection of your research question.

Comment accepted: the title is now modified “Improved Performance of District Health Systems through Implementing Health Center Clinical and Administrative Standards in Amhara Region of Ethiopia”

Comment 2. Please change the style of citing references in your text and the list of references provided in conformity to submission guidelines.

Comment accepted: citation in the body of the manuscript and references list corrected.

Comment 3. Thorough editing of English is required especially considering grammatical errors throughout. English language improvement is essential for this manuscript.
Comment accepted: - the document is edited with native speaker.

Comment 4. Please include the map of your study sites for more visibility.

Comment accepted: Figure 1 is included.

Comment 5. Kindly follow the journal guidelines in Declarations Section.

Comment accepted: Declaration section revised with the journal instruction.

Editor's comments 6: My major concern is that you haven't had any Ethics Approval for your research project. Please give us the strong reason for not fulfilling this requirement before sending the manuscript to peer reviewers.

Comment accepted: the ethic review section is corrected.

On half of all authors

Best regards,

Mesele D Argaw